INFECTIONOUS DISEASES.

NEED FOR NEW HOSPITAL.

PATIENTS EXPOSED TO INFECTION.

After recovering from one disease patients at the Infectious Diseases Hospital and Dr. Russell, caught pneumonia through lack of fault of the management, but owing to the nature of the lesion and its complications.

With a request that steps be taken to prevent the spread of the disease at the hospital, the Chief Secretary, in reply, said in his estimate of the need for a new hospital for infectious diseases.

The Chief Secretary, in reply, said in his estimate of the need for a new hospital for infectious diseases.

Mr. Wilson explained that Professor Braddon Robertson supplied him with specimens of white mice for the purpose of cross-examining mice, using the methods of Mendel. These experiments were conducted at his laboratory, and consisted of crossing the wild gray mouse with the white enzootic to separate the colors.

It was 12 months before the first litter was produced. With the result that they were all gray, the females were yellow, and the males were gray, and crossed again, and the results have since been from a separate—black, gray, white, chocolate, and yellow, showing all colors as in the litter.

By further selecting the colors and all can be fixed, from which one race will spring. These mice have the characters of the other degree of race, although the albino race is a distinct race.

Mr. Wilson is a very enthusiastic collector of butterflies, and his trunks contain specimens from all parts of the world.